Lab: Presidents Quiz Starter

Overview

Complete the app in the text Chapter 8 through "Test you app" in the section Making the quiz Easy to Modify. Submit just that part of the app in this Lab assignment.

The textbook in this area looks like this:

You’ll notice that the fourth question never appears, no matter how many times you click Next. Do you know what the problem is? Before reading on, see if you can fix the blocks so the fourth question appears.
You do not need to fix this matter with question 4 for the lab, but you can if you want.

**What you need to do**
Do only the part of the lab indicated above. No points if you do the full app. You must stop at the point indicated above. Follow along in the text up to that point.

**Grading**
10 points total. No points if you do too little or too much of the app. -2 points for minor errors. -5 points for major errors and missing elements in the designer or blocks editor.
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